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100% American Product: Triple distilled from premium American ingredients
including corn from the Corn Belt and pristine water from the Sierra Nevada
Mountain range
2. Corn distillate gives Ice Fox a slightly sweet aftertaste, and a very smooth texture
3. Crystal quality glass with the highest quality silk screen printing produce our beautiful
packaging
4. The Branded Spirits master distiller watches over every batch at our distillery on
Treasure Island, California where Ice Fox is bottled by hand in small batches
Awards: Double Gold Medal from Alcohol Aficionado; Gold medal award winning
liquid at SF World Spirits; #2 Vodka of 2013 (93/100 points) on 10bestvodka.com

BSL Products Flow

Hana is the Japanese word for “Flower” which is the inspiration for this gin’s unique
flavor profile
2. Exquisite aroma of Juniper, lavender & citrus. Light & vibrant on the palate, Hana has
a refreshing taste profile with notes of lavender and bright juniper
3. Hand bottled at our craft distillery on Treasure Island, California, we distill 4 botanicals
that create Hana’s signature aroma and taste: lavender, juniper, orange and lemon
4. A truly exquisite package that stands out on the shelf and against the back bar
Awards: Awarded 94/100 Points by Wine Enthusiast; 92/100 Points by the Tasting
Panel; Gold medal award at Alcohol Aficianado; #1 Gin of 2013 on 10bestgin.com
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Distilled with Polynesian sugar cane molasses - which gives Motu its signature sweet
nose and taste.
2. Rested in the finest Limousin Oak Casks, most commonly used for aging Cognac,
Motu Rum has round notes to balance its sweet aftertaste.
3. Award winning Polynesian rum, Motu’s original recipe included sugar cane from the
King of Tonga’s personal Estate in Va’Vau
4. Characteristics are more similar to a 3-7 year old aged dark rum, than a gold rum
Awards: Double Gold medal award winning liquid at SF World Spirits (under
different label); Double Gold Medal from Alcohol Aficionado; #2 Rum of 2013 (95/100
points) on 10bestrum.com

Blended with over 20 of the Highland’s best single malts and grain whiskies, HM the
King’s unique, balanced blend was carefully selected by Scotch Whisky connoisseurs
from Scotland’s most storied houses, including The Dalmore and The Highland Queen
2. Mellow, vanilla and honey notes on the palate give way to a smooth and round
aftertaste with subdued smoke and late peat
3. Won Queen Elizabeth’s Award for Innovation in bottle design its simplicity & elegance
4. HM stands for “His Majesty” the King, as the first bottle was drank during royal
coronation for the late King of Tonga in 2008
Awards: Queen Elizabeth Award winner; Gold Medal from Alcohol Aficionado; #1
Blended Scotch of 2013 (96/100 points) on 10bestscotch.com
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Currently the ONLY bacon flavored whisky available
Proprietary blend that includes delicious, REAL bacon with barrel aged, Gold Medal
award winning bourbon
3. Label is made out of real wood and pays homage to Bacon (smoked from wood chips)
and Bourbon (aged in charred oak barrels)
4. Very versatile for different cocktails including: bacon bourbon Bloody Mary, Bacon
Manhattan, Old Fashioned and Sazerac
Awards: It tastes like bacon! And our bourbon won Gold at San Francisco World
Spirits Competition; 89 Points Wine Enthusiast; 94 Points Alcohol Afionado
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Majesté is made from 90% ugni blanc grapes aged in Limousin oak casks to bring out
the round, sweet flavors.
Majesté XO: honey and liquorice fragrance that complement the dark amber color.
Majesté VSOP: harmonious body, fruity & sweet. Fine vanilla bouquet and a dried
fruit flavor (almond, nut, dates). Very pleasant length and round in the mouth.
VSOP Awards: Wine Enthusiast Top 100 Spirits, 96 Points was 2 nd highest for all
cognacs; Gold medal from Alcohol Aficionado; 96/100 rating - 10bestcognac.com
XO Awards: Gold Medal International Wine & Spirits Competition; Trophy
Winner 1997/2000/ 2003 at The International Wine & Spirits Competition; #2
Cognac of 2013 (95/100 points) on 10bestcognac.com; 90 Points Wine Enthusiast

